New Products

Versatile Device
Management Wizard
FieldMate R3.03

FieldMate is PC software that configures, adjusts, and
manages various field devices in a plant. In addition to
configuring and adjusting functions, the latest FieldMate
R3.03 includes calibration functions. Combined with the
CA700 pressure calibrator, it offers quick, easy calibration
in the field. FieldMate R3.03 also comes with a function of
Yokogawa’s BT200 BRAIN terminal, enabling existing users
to handle BRAIN devices in a familiar way.

MAJOR FEATURES
 Supporting the calibration of pressure/differential
pressure transmitters
To adjust a device, operators must precisely k now the
conditions of the device in advance. Calibration is one
such means, and traditional calibration requires dedicated
calibration tools. In contrast, FieldMate R3.03 can calibrate
devices in the field easily, efficiently, and precisely by
combining its device adjusting and managing functions with
the calibrating function of the CA700 pressure calibrator. The
calibration results can be stored in the device list and output in
any desired report format.
Versatile device
management wizard

Pressure calibrator

Calibration window of FieldMate
●● Automatic recording of calibration data
When calibrating pressure/differential pressure transmitters,
the operator must wait until the current output stabilizes to
obtain calibration results. FieldMate R3.03 automatically
records the current output when it is stabilized, making
calibration more precise.
●● Generating reports
Calibration data are saved for each device, and then can be
referred to at any time and output in any form.
 Functions for tablets
●● FieldMate Tablet
Although Field Mate R 3.03 is PC sof t ware, its screen
configuration is compatible with FieldMate Tablet with a 7″
panel display. With this enhanced mobility, FieldMate R3.03
has become a more user-friendly field tool.
●● BT200 tablet function
The screen configuration and operability of the BT200
BRAIN terminal are reproduced on FieldMate R3.03, enabling
BT200 users to perform various operations in a familiar way.
Thanks to the large data storage capacity of the tablet, device
parameters can be stored, eliminating the need to print data in
the field.

Calibration data
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●● Managing the progress of calibration
The calibration procedure is indicated in a flow chart to help
operators understand the current step of calibration.
●● Displaying calibration information
Pressure values input to the target device and current values
output from the device are displayed in real time. Changes
in the pressure values are shown in a trend graph to make
calibration easier and more efficient.
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Contact us:
FieldMate support desk, New Domain Development Center,
IA-PS Business Headquarters
URL: http://www.yokogawa.com/fieldmate
Email:
For worldwide locations, please see the back cover.
* FieldMate is a registered trademark of Yokogawa Electric Corporation.
* All other product names and other names that appear on this page are
either trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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